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process are what today would be called the social sciences and fine arts. Aristotle
himself gave a good deal of attention to these "less noble" studies in his Politics,
Ethics, Economics, Rhetoric, and Poetics as well as to the higher theoretical studies of
pure science and philosophy.
Aristotle's enormous influence upon the Western European intellectual tradition
helped to fix for centuries the ideal that truth-seeking was a higher goal for man's
rational nature than was character formation, that the acquisition of organized
knowledge was superior to moral guidance as an aim of higher education, and that
theory was more to be valued than practice as the end of a liberal education. Yet the
victory of "intellectualists" in favor of cultivating the mind as the chief goal of
education was never fully won, for "practicalists" were constantly returning to the
struggle to assert and reassert the claims that education should be devoted to improv-
ing the conduct, the attitudes, and the behavior of man as well as his mind.
The overall effect of both Plato's and Aristotle's teachings has been to emphasize
the cultivation of the intellect as an educational goal rather than dealing with the
practical problems of contemporary politics. Some educators of today would term
such intellectualism a dangerous retreat to the ivory tower of academic isolation at a
critical time when an education devoted to social responsibility is the best hope of an
enduring civilization. Other contemporary educators would hail Plato and Aristotle as
the surest guides through our chaotic world of unrest and change.
We have mentioned three educational roads to the ideal of citizenship for the
polis: the development of practical political skills with the Sophists, the arrival at
consensus of the right and the just through dialogue with Socrates, and the attainment
of pure knowledge of the good and the true through the discipline of philosophy with
Plato and Aristotle. There remains yet another road to good citizenship: the achieve-
ment of right moral judgment through the discipline of rhetoric and humanistic
literature. This is the view of the long-lived teacher of rhetoric, Isocrates, who carried
on several decades of running battle with the opportunistic and narrow technicalism of
the Sophists on one hand and with the abstract philosophy of Plato on the other.
Isocrates expressed disdain for both approaches to solving the fateful problems facing
the polis following the Peloponnesian War.
Isocrates' formula for remedying the ills of Athens was neither to concentrate on
individual success with the Sophists nor to escape into philosophic lament with Plato.
It was to face frontally and plunge into remedying the problems resulting from
poverty, factionalism, excessive individualism, overpopulation, and the despair of
military defeat. His major social program centered upon an "international" solution:
the creation of a Pan-Hellenic union under Athenian leadership to establish colonies on
the coast of Persia. Isocrates argued in essence that the highest human good being
happiness, and the chief forms of human excellence lying in service to the city, the
chief means to this arete is man's faculty of logos, the ability to conduct discourse
which can lead him to sound practical judgments. The public form of logos in action is
rhetoric; the private form of discourse is internal thought itself. In a sense then, man is
a persuading animal who by means of communication with others has been able to
found cities under the rule of law and thus to establish civilization itself.

